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Introduction
This document summarizes the results of a short online survey hosted on the
Flagstaff Community Forum (flagstaff.az.gov/fcf) during the month of February
2019. A total of 376 surveys were completed.
The survey was intended to solicit community feedback in conjunction with
potential changes to Flagstaff City Code to address electric bicycles and electric
scooters on city streets, sidewalks, and trails.
Respondents were asked to indicate where they think electric bike and electric
scooters should be allowed or prohibited on a variety of pedestrian and bicycle
facilities:







Sidewalks
Downtown sidewalks
Bike lanes
Paved FUTS
Gravel FUTS
Singletrack trails

Electric bikes and scooters were described in the survey as follows, in line with
definitions found in Arizona Revised Statutes:
 Class 1 electric bicycles provide assistance via an electric motor only when
the rider is pedaling, up to a speed of 20 mph.
 Class 2 electric bicycles provide assistance via a throttle mechanism that
does not require the rider to be pedaling, up to a speed of 20 mph.
 Class 3 electric bicycles provide assistance only when the rider is pedaling,
up to a speed of 28 mph.
 Electric stand-up scooters have a small electric motor that allows them to
travel at speeds of up to 20 mph. In numerous communities, electric standup scooters are left in various locations and made available for short-term
rentals by private companies.
Respondents were also provided space to write out their thoughts and comments.
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Existing state and local regulations
 City Code
Chapter 9-05 of the Flagstaff City Code regulates bicycle use on city streets,
sidewalks, and urban trails.
Section 9-05-001-0007 allows bicycles on sidewalks, unless signs are posted
to prohibit them. Signs prohibiting bicycles are posted on most downtown
sidewalks, as well as sidewalks along south San Francisco and Beaver Streets.
Electric bicycles and electric scooters are not currently defined or regulated
in City Code.
 Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS)
Bicycle use, including electric bicycles, is addressed in various provisions of
Title 28 of ARS.
Electric bicycles are defined in Section 28-101, and divided into three classes
as defined above.
Section 28-819 regulates the operation of electric bicycles. Class 1 and 2
electric bicycles may be operated in bicycle lanes and on multiuse paths,
although a local authority may prohibit them. Class 3 electric bikes may not
be operated in a bike lane or a multiuse path (unless it is adjacent to a roadway), although a local authority may allow them.
Electric standup scooters are not currently addressed in ARS, however Senate Bill 1398 would provide a definition for electric standup scooters and
grant operators the same rights and duties as bicyclists. Language also allows them in bicycle lanes and on multiuse paths, although a local authority
may prohibit them.
Revisions to City Code
Since electric bicycles are already defined and addressed in state legislation, why
is it necessary to revise City Code to regulate them?
 ARS 28-819 gives local authorities (City of Flagstaff) the right to allow or
prohibit electric bicycles from bike lanes or multiuse (FUTS) paths. There is
a benefit to considering this issue at the local level to determine if we want
to follow state legislation or adopt regulations more in line with local conditions and preferences.
 ARS does not address electric bicycles on sidewalks. Because Flagstaff
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already allows bicycles on sidewalks (except where posted) we should also
consider whether electric bicycles should be allowed on sidewalks.
 ARS does not currently define or regulate electric standup scooters. Even if
SB 1398 becomes law, scooters on sidewalks will not be addressed and the
City will have the authority to prohibit them from bike lanes and multiuse
paths, if we so desire.
 The proposed City Code revisions would also regulate companies that make
bicycles and electric scooters available for short-term rental.
Contents of this document
 Highlights of results summarizes important takeaways from the survey
 Results by device lists survey results for the four types of devices: class 1
electric bikes, class 2 electric bikes, class 3 electric bikes, and electric standup scooters
 Results by facility lists survey results for the six types of walking and bicycle
facilities: sidewalks, downtown sidewalks, bike lanes, paved FUTS trails,
gravel FUTS trails, and singletrack trails
 Summary of comments categorizes comments by device, tone of comment,
and topic
 All comments grouped by topic Table 14 lists all 192 submitted comments in
their entirety and organized according to topic
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Highlights of results
 The survey shows a lack of support for any of these devices on sidewalks.
Electric scooters received the most yes votes, but only at 22.1 percent of respondents. Support for electric bicycles ranged from 20.8 percent for class 1
to only 10.2 percent for class 3.
 There is even less interest in these devices on downtown sidewalks; none
garnered more than 10 percent of yes votes.
 Respondents are generally comfortable with electric devices in bike lanes,
with yes votes ranging from 92.0 percent for class 1 e-bikes to 66.8 percent
for e-scooters.
 Respondents’ thoughts about electric devices on FUTS trails was mixed. For
paved FUTS trails, all devices received more yes than no votes. 73.3 percent
said yes for class 1 e-bikes; while barely half (50.3 percent) indicated their
support for class 3 e-bikes. E-scooters and class 2 e-bikes were both just
under 60 percent support.
 For gravel FUTS, only class 1 e-bikes received more yes than no notes (54.9
to 37.6 percent). Respondents said no more often than yes for class 2 and 3
e-bikes and e-scooters.
 There was less support for electric devices on singletrack trails. The most
supported device was class 1 e-bikes at 34.6 percent. E-scooters received
only 16.8 percent support, although this may be a reflection of their unsuitability on singletrack trails.
 Among the 192 submitted comments, the most common themes were potential conflicts with pedestrians and other sidewalk/trail users (19.4 percent of comments), problems with scooters left around the community (13.1
percent) and lack of suitable infrastructure for bicycles (10.1 percent).
 61.5 percent of comments were generally negative in tone, while 27.6 percent were positive and 10.9 percent were neutral.
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Results by device
This section summarizes survey results by device for the four types of electric
devices included in the survey.
For each device, respondents were asked to check yes, no, unsure, or no opinion
to indicate whether or not they should be allowed on sidewalks, downtown sidewalks, bike lanes, paved FUTS trails, gravel FUTS trails, and singletrack trails.
In the tables and figures below, the numbers indicate the percentage of respondents that said yes, no, or unsure/no opinion.
Delta refers to the difference between yes and no percentages. Higher positive
number indicate stronger support, while higher negative numbers indicate a
stronger preference to prohibit them.
Table 1

Results for class 1 electric bicycles
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Bike lane

92.0

6.2

1.9

85.8

Paved FUTS

73.3

23.0

3.7

50.3

Gravel FUTS

54.9

37.6

7.5

17.3

Singletrack

34.6

57.9

7.5

-23.3

Sidewalk

20.8

72.3

6.9

-51.5

Downtown

6.4

91.7

1.9

-85.3

Bike lane

92.0

Paved FUTS

73.3

Gravel FUTS

23.0

54.9

Singletrack

37.6

34.6

Sidewalk
Downtown

6.2

57.9

20.8

72.3

6.4
0%

91.7
25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion
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Table 2

Results for class 2 electric bicycles
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Bike lane

81.1

17.3

1.6

63.9

Paved FUTS

59.6

38.3

2.2

21.3

Gravel FUTS

44.0

50.9

5.1

-7.0

Singletrack

23.3

69.2

7.5

-45.8

Sidewalk

13.7

82.8

3.5

-69.2

Downtown

4.6

94.1

1.3

-89.5

Bike lane

81.1

Paved FUTS

17.3

59.6

Gravel FUTS

38.3

44.0

Singletrack

50.9

23.3

Sidewalk

69.2

13.7

82.8

Downtown 4.6

94.1

0%

25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion

Table 3

Results for class 3 electric bicycles
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Bike lane

76.4

22.0

1.6

54.4

Paved FUTS

50.3

46.3

3.5

4.0

Gravel FUTS

38.1

57.1

4.8

-19.0

Singletrack

22.8

70.9

6.3

-48.1

Sidewalk

10.2

87.4

2.4

-77.3

Downtown

5.1

93.6

1.3

-88.5

Bike lane

76.4

Paved FUTS

50.3

Gravel FUTS

46.3

38.1

Singletrack

57.1

22.8

Sidewalk
Downtown

22.0

70.9

10.2

87.4

5.1
0%

93.6
25%
Yes

50%
No

Unsure/no opinion

75%

100%
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Table 4

Results for electric standup scooters
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Bike lane

66.8

29.0

4.3

37.8

Paved FUTS

59.9

36.6

3.5

23.3

Gravel FUTS

32.7

61.4

5.9

-28.7

Sidewalk

22.1

72.3

5.6

-50.1

Singletrack

16.8

78.1

5.1

-61.2

Downtown

9.4

88.5

2.1

-79.1

Bike lane

66.8

Paved FUTS

29.0

59.9

Gravel FUTS

36.6

32.7

Sidewalk

61.4

22.1

Singletrack

72.3

16.8

Downtown

78.1

9.4
0%

88.5
25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion
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Results by facility
This section summarizes survey results for the six facility types in the survey:
sidewalks, downtown sidewalks, bike lanes, paved FUTS trails, gravel FUTS trails,
and singletrack trails.
Table 5

Results for sidewalks
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Electric scooter

22.1

72.3

5.6

-50.1

Class 1 electric bike

20.8

72.3

6.9

-51.5

Class 2 electric bike

13.7

82.8

3.5

-69.2

Class 3 electric bike

10.2

87.4

2.4

-77.3

Scooter

22.1

Class 1

20.8

Class 2

72.3
72.3

13.7

Class 3

82.8

10.2
0%

87.4
25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion

Table 6

Results for downtown sidewalks
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Electric scooter

9.4

88.5

2.1

-79.1

Class 1 electric bike

6.4

91.7

1.9

-85.3

Class 3 electric bike

5.1

93.6

1.3

-88.5

Class 2 electric bike

4.6

94.1

1.3

-89.5

Scooter

9.4

88.5

Class 1

6.4

91.7

Class 3

5.1

93.6

Class 2

4.6

94.1

0%

25%
Yes

50%
No

Unsure/no opinion

75%

100%
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Table 7

Results for bike lanes
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Class 1 electric bike

92.0

6.2

1.9

85.8

Class 2 electric bike

81.1

17.3

1.6

63.9

Class 3 electric bike

76.4

22.0

1.6

54.4

Electric scooter

66.8

29.0

4.3

37.8

Class 1

92.0

Class 2

6.2

81.1

Class 3

17.3

76.4

Scooter

22.0

66.8
0%

29.0

25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion

Table 8

Results for singletrack trails
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Class 1 electric bike

34.6

57.9

7.5

-23.3

Class 2 electric bike

23.3

69.2

7.5

-45.8

Class 3 electric bike

22.8

70.9

6.3

-48.1

Electric scooter

16.8

78.1

5.1

-61.2

Class 1

34.6

57.9

Class 2

23.3

69.2

Class 3

22.8

70.9

Scooter

16.8
0%

78.1
25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion
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Table 9

Results for paved FUTS trails
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Class 1 electric bike

73.3

23.0

3.7

50.3

Electric scooter

59.9

36.6

3.5

23.3

Class 2 electric bike

59.6

38.3

2.2

21.3

Class 3 electric bike

50.3

46.3

3.5

4.0

Class 1

23.0

73.3

Scooter

59.9

36.6

Class 2

59.6

38.3

Class 3

50.3
0%

46.3

25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion

Table 10

Results for gravel FUTS trails
Yes

No

Uns/no op

Delta

Class 1 electric bike

54.9

37.6

7.5

17.3

Class 2 electric bike

44.0

50.9

5.1

-7.0

Class 3 electric bike

38.1

57.1

4.8

-19.0

Electric scooter

32.7

61.4

5.9

-28.7

Class 1

54.9

Class 2

37.6

44.0

Class 3

50.9

38.1

Scooter

57.1

32.7
0%

61.4
25%
Yes

50%
No

75%

100%

Unsure/no opinion
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Summary of comments
At the end of the survey, respondents were invited to share additional comments about electric bikes and electric scooters. A total of 192 respondents
submitted comments, which are included at the end of this document unedited
and in their entirety.
All of the comments were coded based on the
type of device they refer to (Table 11), whether
the comment was positive, negative, neutral in
tone (Table 12), and the general topic of the comment (Table 13 on the next page).
Comments sometimes referenced more than one
topic, so the total exceeds 192. A description of
topics in listed below.

Table 11

Comments by device
No

Pct

Electric bike

53

27.6

Electric scooter

25

13.0

Both

46

24.0

Not specified

68

35.4

Total

192

100.0

All comments are listed and grouped by topic in
Table 14, starting on page 13.
 Conflicts: generally express a concern about
potential conflicts between electric devices
and pedestrians and other vulnerable users.
 Parking: cite problems with sidewalk obstruction and the visual clutter of short-term rental
scooters. In some cases respondents reference other communities with rental scooters,
and some reference Flagstaff’s experience
with dockless bike share.
 Infrastructure: a number of respondents
indicated a need to improve bicycle infrastructure to better accommodate electric devices.
Crucial bike lane segments are missing, and
where they exist are often blocked by snow
or covered with cinders and debris. On many
streets, bicyclists feel compelled to use the
sidewalk because the street does not feel
safe.
 Regulation/enforcement: comments about
the need to enforce existing laws and devise
new regulations for users of electric devices.

Bike

27.6

Scooter

13.0

Both

24.0

Not specified

35.4
0

10

20

30

40

Table 12

Comments by tone of comment
No

Pct

Negative

118

61.5

Positive

53

27.6

Neutral

21

10.9

Total

192

100.0

Negative

61.5

Positive

27.6

Neutral

10.9
0

25

50

75
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 Alternatives to cars: responses that highlight
the benefits of new devices for replacing car
trips and reducing motor vehicle use.
 Safety: concerns about the safety of electric
device users. If the concern was for the safety
of pedestrians or others on the sidewalk or
trail, the comment was coded under Conflicts.
 Motorized use: comments that oppose the
use of these devices on sidewalks and FUTS
trails because they are motorized.
 Legislation: these comments fall generally
into two subcategories; the first questions
why the City needs to regulate e-bikes when
they are already included in ARS, and the
second opines that electric bikes should be
treated no differently than regular bicycles.

Table 13

Comments by topic
No

Pct

Conflicts

46

19.4

Parking

31

13.1

Infrastructure

24

10.1

Regulation

22

9.3

Alternative

19

8.0

Safety

17

7.2

Motorized

15

6.3

Legislation

13

5.5

Mobility

11

4.6

Environment

7

3.0

Education

3

1.3

Other

29

12.2

Total

237

100.0

 Mobility: highlight the benefits of enhanced
mobility provided by the devices, and in particular for users that have
physical limitations. For example, a number of respondents indicated that
they can still ride an electric bike but are no longer physically able to ride a
regular bicycle.
 Environment: reference the environmental benefits of electric devices as
part of our transportation system.
 Education: comments call for increased education for device users.
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Table 14

All comments grouped by topic
Conflicts
I have spent time in Tempe recently and was constantly annoyed and worried that I would be hit
by someone using a scooter. It was very unpleasant!!
Motorized scooters of any sort do not mix safely with pedestrians or bikers. At Mission Bay in San
Diego, the side-walks and pedestrian and bike paths and trails have been ruined by such vehicles.
Kids are racing each other, using pedestrians as obstacles to race around. I have been clipped
many times. One actually puts their life in danger it they walk on these path-ways.. The motorized
vehicles have take over these paths in the same manor as semi-trucks have taken over I 40. In addition these scooters for rent are left anywhere at any time becoming eye-sores and obstacles to
walk or bike around.
The totally self-propelled scooters and bicycles have proven to be problems in cities larger than
ours and without four seasons. Pedestrians shouldn't have to deal with another fast, wheeled
vehicle that can approach from behind and is almost totally silent.
Any hiker can tell you that irregardless of the rule of bikes yeiding to walkers/hikers/pedestrians
they seldom yield and accidents resulting in non biking folks being injured and even hospitalized.
Because of this pervasive non compliance of bikers with the safety rule of yielding, motorized
bikes of any degree can only increase the danger to those folks afoot on our trails, sidewalks, and
the FUTS trails.
20 mph is too fast to mix with pedestrians. The people I see using these are often inconsiderate of
others and enforcement would be unlikely to change this, even if some ordinance about recklessness were in effect.
I believe any motorized or motor-assisted vehicles should only be kept to streets. It is too dangerous for them to be on paths with pedestrians and non-motorized vehicles.
I have seen people riding on sidewalks run into pedestrians and that is a concern
Almost got hit by one on sidewalk. Too dangerous on sidewalks.
Motorized bicycles and scooters of any and all types are motorized vehicles and should not mix
with pedestrians or human powered vehicles because of the speed they can attain. Pedestrians
operate at a maximum speed of about 3 mph. Bicycles normally operate at speeds under 15 mph.
Motorized bicycles and scooters operate at higher speeds. Motorized scooters usually have smaller
wheels that cannot absorb the shock of irregular pavement surfaces. They are dangerous and can
cause havoc when mixed with slower pedestrian and non-motorized bicycle traffic. A higher speed
vehicle such as electric scooters and bicycles have a much longer event horizon than pedestrian
and non-motorized bicycle traffic that operate in a tighter view of what is coming. A bicycle operates within 25 feet of what is ahead. A motorized vehicle operates 100 feet into the distance and
usually doesn't notice what's right in front of them as with a bicycle or a person on foot.
I feel these machines are more in-line with mopeds and motorcycles than a bicycle. To me the
speeds get too high to be on the same recreational trails as bicycles and walkers/runners.
I have been run down by bikes on sidewalks. I ride my bicycle on the streets to avoid pedestrians.
Therefore I said NO to all bikes on sidewalks. They are for pedestrians moving at a maximum
speed of about 3 mph. Everything that goes faster should be on the streets with the cars for their
own safety among other reasons. If the bicyclist is unwilling, to unskilled or simply scared then
they should not ride a bicycle.
the safety of pedestrians needs to be a priority especially on the sidewalks.
I have enough problems with regular bicycles on the trails and sidewalks since they come up fast
and often do not follow the rules on the sidewalks. This would further discourage me from getting
exercise or even trying to drive in Flagstaff.
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Everyone should be able to feel safe on trails, so allowing motorized vehicles of any kind is a terrible idea (opens up the chances for collisions). Furthermore, most of us retreat to the trails for
solace; having these types of vehicles there would be akin to allowing ATV's; it would ruin the
experience. Please do not do this to our local trail system!!!
I just visited and walked around Tempe where they have a city electric scooter rental program and
was constantly dodging them on the sidewalks. I'm not sure if they're allowed or not, but it was
loud and annoying. The name says it all...sideWALK!. bikes and scooters should not be allowed,
especially downtown, things are crowded enough as it is.
I have very serious concerns about electric scooters and safety for the riders as well as for pedestrians. Falls are the #2 cause of accidental death following car accidents, as well as resulting in
serious head injuries. I am a trauma counselor and work with folks who have had falls and head
injuries and allowing electric scooters onto our roads and walkways it is not something to be taken
lightly. As for electric bikes, as a bicyclist I wouldn't want to have bikes that are basically going the
speed of a car passing me in the actual bike lane. This can be both startling for the regular bike
rider as well as potentially dangerous for both the bicyclists and for any nearby car drivers. People
don't often consider it isn't just dangerous for the riders, it is incredibly harmful for anyone who
accidentally hits someone.
Bikes in Flagstaff are already a safety issue, knocking down pedestrians on the sidewalk, riding in
the wrong direction on the sidewalk and shooting into intersections without stopping. I've seen
two bikes shoot into intersections and plow into cars. No conveyances other than wheelchairs
should be allowed on sidewalks, period. Electric scooters have proved to be a disaster for other
cities, with scooters thrown down on the sidewalk, again injuring pedestrians, among other issues.
If Flagstaff introduces special in-town lanes for alternative transportation, fine. But keep them out
of traffic and away from pedestrians. And our downtown bike lanes are a joke. There is no way a
bike can fit in them and no car can possibly give them a 3-foot berth. So dangerous!
Please do not allow the electric scooter companies to put scooters on the sidewalks. In other cities, this greatly impacts the ability of disabled residents to navigate.
Those concrete paths next to streets are called "sidewalks" not "siderides." When I was 35, I was
standing on a sidewalk when I was hit by bicyclist who wasn't watching where she was going. She
was probably only moving at about 10 mph and I had a sore back and knee for a few weeks. I'm
now 58 and I can only imagine the injuries if I was hit by a bike or scooter going 20-28 mph down
a sidewalk. I'd at least have the City of Flagstaff to pay my medical bills for the rest of my life since
they allowed motorized vehicles on "sidewalks."
These are vehicles with motors that can attain speeds that can damage and injure citizens. Right
now the city is unable to police the citizens who bike illegally, if you approve unfettered access
the streets and sidewalks will only get worse. Last year I had a bicyclist without a helmet, with no
signaling barrel into my car, then kick my car for being there, I WAS STOPPED! Enough is enough!
These devices are unsafe at any speed and adding them to pedestrian lanes only compounds the
awful behavior of mountain bikers on public trails. I have noticed, and greatly agree with, stickers
on Forest Service Trails banning E-bikes. Is this advertising, advocating for E-vehicles a move to
remove pedestrians from trails and sidewalks - because that's the result it will have. The mountain
bikers have already forced many hikers off their public trails because of their selfish, ego-driven
behavior. No to E-vehicles on pedestrian or road bike lanes.
They are dangerous because they encourage riders to not pay attention to where the are going. I
don't want someone riding into me while walking on the sidewalks. You need electric gas pumps
to get tourism coming into this area. Bicicyles won't do a thing for increasing touris m or rootfops.
Should be limited to bike lanes given the rate of speed and possible collisions with pedestrians.
A multiuse trail should never combine such vast differences in top speed vehicles\people. I would
never want to meet someone going 20 mph when I am walking at 4 mph. Many bicyclists do not
slow down nor warn walkers as they speed by.
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These will be hazardous to existing bike and pedestrian traffic unless they are attentive to the rules
of the road. I have personally encountered difficulty on several occasions from a motorized bike
traveling at excessive speeds on a bike path. But, if their presence significantly reduces car traffic, I
am willing to try and work with them.
Important consideration is that downhill bicycle traffic usually yields to uphill for safety and other
trail users do not expect uphill traffic to be moving fast, motorized bicycle traffic will endanger
other trail users by increasing speeds in places where they were lower before.
Sidewalks are for walking, period. The only wheeled vehicle allowed on a sidewalk should be a
wheelchair. And before you consider allowing motorized bikes in the bike lanes, the city better
start to enforce regular bicycle-riding rules. Myriad bicyclists ride on the wrong side of the road
against traffic, ignore traffic control devices, blithely ride out into intersections or ignore cars that
are turning, etc. Try mixing motorized bicycles in and it's a recipe for disaster for everybody on the
road. Unless you are going to fix the bike lane situation so it's completely adequate and safe, the
last thing you need to introduce is fast, motorized bikes.
Yes, as a pedestrian with leashed dogs electric vehicles come out of nowhere very quickly and are
frightening and dangerous to walkers and our children and pets. For a pedestrian with hearing
loss (most of us of all ages who have ever listened to loud music) it is even more dangerous. Regarding single-track recreational trails, even though pedestrians have the right of way, we already
have to jump out of the way frequently to accommodate bicyclists who just don't slow down.
Adding motorized vehicles to these trails will make it worse. And having witnessed the carnage
that takes its toll on small wildlife on trails (lizards, mice, squirrels, butterflies, birds, snakes, etc),
it is unconscionable to escalate the trail kill by bringing in faster and quieter means of conveyance.
I believe there should be separate areas for motorized vehicles to protect pedestrians, domesticated and wild animals and slower bicyclists. It seems to me that non-motorized scooters and
even roller blades/skates with a speed limit might be okay on sidewalks if riders actually observe a
speed limit and distance limit from walkers and yield to pedestrians.
I feel the bikes might be ok if kept to bike lanes only. No one needs to worry about and have to
dodge motorized vehicles while walking. Motorized scooters don't have a place in Flagstaff if they
can be left anywhere after a user is finished with them. The experiment with the rental bikes recently was a mess. Bikes were left clear out 180 as far as Cheshire and weren't picked up for days
and days.
I was in downtown San Diego two weeks ago. My experience in that city with electric scooters
shows that these scooters are not compatible with walking pathways, sidewalks, and possibly not
even bike lanes. Electric scooters move at a fast speed that is dangerous for walkers, runners,
and slow-moving cyclists. Also, I saw many scooters laying on their sides in sidewalks and bike
lanes, blocking passage for all other users. From my experience, I strongly oppose electric scooters
being allowed in any areas with slower moving humans who are not in vehicles. Additionally, no
motorized vehicles should be allowed on any sidewalks or trails. Motorized bikes and scooters are
dangerous on walking paths that currently do not allow motorized vehicles.
A person cannot ride a bicycle on a sidewalk, therefore, I do not think we should allow electric
bicycles nor electric stand-up scooters to ride on a sidewalk. Recreational trails should be left for
peaceful recreation, I don't think anything with a motor should disrupt a person's peaceful enjoyment of nature. I also think that FUTS trails are used for commuters on foot as well as bicycles, so
it seems like it could lead to reckless behavior if people are allowed to use electric bicycles and
scooters, potentially going 28 mph on the same skinny pathway with pedestrians.
Not a fan of either. Electric bikes should stay on the road/bike lane. Electric scooters aren't safe
for pedestrians on sidewalks, and the roads aren't a safe place for the scooters. I oppose the
scooters everywhere.
Bringing scooters to this town as a share program is HORRIBLE idea. I have been to several large
cities where these things are available and everyone hates them. Many scooters will end being
vandalized and downtown will no longer be safe for pedestrians.
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Electric bikes and scooters belong with car travel. They should not be on any trails with the general
population, especially with children or older persons.
I'm afraid that electric bike and scooters will take over the trails.
I think they are fine in bike lanes but never on sidewalks or unpaved FUTS trails as I am a walker
and I have a dog that walks almost always with me. They could easily startled or hit either one of
us and that is just not acceptable. Regular bicycles shouldn't be on sidewalks either, I thought that
was already illegal but I sure see it all the time.
I believe all bikes should use streets or bike lanes/FUTS when available. I additionally feel that electric scooters should use the FUTS whenever possible, and if on a sidewalk should never overtake
pedestrians faster than is reasonable to avoid an accident, casualty insurance should be required
for any company looking to place scooters/bikes for short term rent on any city infrastructure.
Parking
I really dislike that the vehicles can be left anywhere. It would make much more sense if they had
to be returned to a charging station and the station would be placed in a good our of the way location.
Short term rentals are the same as litter, only bigger
Go to any city with electric scooters. They are littering the city, people are disrespectful of them
and will ride on sidewalks. It will be a huge eyesore and headache. Also look at why cities are
removing them. I don't think it's a good fit for Flagstaff.
Create designated areas where they are allowed to be parked. Create regulations that they cannot
be randomly left in any random place.
They should only be permitted on NAU campus. This would be litter all over our already crowded
streets.
These will end up like trash all over the city and neighborhoods just like they did in the past. There
are plenty of local shops in town that rent bikes and this takes business from them and creates
eyesores all over this town. Other big cities have had nothing but problems with rentals like these.
Do not want scooters allowed to be left all over the city by companies that rent them out. They
become a hazard for other pedestrians and handicapped people.
I really don't like the electric bikes and scooters in other towns. They are a nuisance and create
clutter!
Probably not part of this survey, but please stop allowing the huge amounts of rental bikes everywhere. Tks.
Scooter parking needs to be controlled, otherwise they will be left anywhere and everywhere.
Electric bikes should have an ENFORCED speed limit and should not be allowed on FUTS trails.
I hope the city takes care of them better than the orange bike trial. People littered bikes all over
the sidewalks downtown. And consider the damage to property, people, cars, and riders of the
scooters. I've read nothing but horror stories in the news of people in cities injuring themselves
and others on scooters.
If they would collect then each night they could be put back in appropriate places for the next day
1. When they were being tested, I didn't encounter any issues with the rental electric bikes other
than seeing them abandoned in various areas around the city, sometimes in 'clever' places such
as on top of utility boxes. While this is generally harmless, I could see this as becoming a nuisance.
Surely individual owners of electric bikes would not abandon their bikes. 2. I'd like to think that
one of the many purposes and/or intents of the FUTS trails (paved and gravel), single-track recreational trails, and sidewalks in general, is to avoid or be apart/separated from any kind of motorized vehicle.
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Electric bikes and scooters strewn about town look trashy!
In addition to the question WHERE can they be used, is WHERE can they be housed/stored/collected/deposited for the renter and rent-ee to enjoy access? Other cities have introduced this
sustainable transportation. They report increased congestion and chaos to the sidewalks, sidewalk
corners at intersections and in-front of buildings. The question of ""WHERE can they be housed/
stored/collected/deposited to prevent clutter and chaos"" also needs to bee addressed. I am supportive of ELECTRIC and non-polluting bicycles and scooters on our streets, bike paths/lanes/FUTS
trails - BUT NOT ON OUR SIDEWALKS.
Please don't start rental programs for these items. Just visit Tempe and you will see them littered
everywhere and people run into to pedestrians and other riders.
Other cities with Scooters have a real problem with scooters being left anywhere. Is there a way
to have designated areas where patrons can pick up and drop off scooters so they are not just
dropped all over the place. Like the rental bikes currently are.
Please review the city of Tempe's recent Scooter program. Way too many scooters left lying anywhere in the Tempe Town Lake area ...
I think these bike share companies like Lime and Spin are terrible. These bikes were left all around,
littering our town. These should not be aloud back into Flagstaff.
Electric scooters were left laying around all over sidewalks last time I was in Tempe. Many appeared broken and just left where they fell. It looked completely trashy.
I strongly feel AGAINST any short term rentals - bicycles or scooter. Many people ride without
helmets, creating a safety hazard that cannot be regulated, people leave them in the middle of
streets, sidewalks, throw them into people's yards etc., and people do not follow laws regarding
where they can and cannot ride. They also do not provide any better transportation system for
people without cars or bicycles.
Personal devices seem like a smaller issue than the rentals like Lime. Please God do not let those
litter our downtown area.
Having these set up at stations would be much cleaner for the city than the orange bikes were
The last time we had a bike share program they were left everywhere. All over side walks and
parking lots. They were a complete hazard. Allowing this type of program back is a terrible idea.
these things become another form of pollution. Go to scottsdale, they are laying all over the place.
Flagstaff doesn't have enough room on it's sidewalks as it is.
In Tempe, electric scooters and bikes are left everywhere, often tipped over and blocking sidewalks. It is a major hazard for other people using sidewalks and a HUGE issue for access and usability for those with disabilities. Where and how these vehicles will be stored so that they do not
become barriers and nuisances must be addressed.
Infrastructure
I am not sure if speed is a factor which damages single track trails. If it is not, I not see why electric
bikes should not be allowed. Of course, being mindful of pedestrians and regular bicycles. If there
is no safe infrastructure for scooters or bicycles (electric or regular), how can it not be allowed to
ride on sidewalks!
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I own a class 2 electric bike, and outside of winter months I use it several times a week. I very rarely use it on sidewalks, generally only when the car traffic is too busy to keep up with and there's
either no bike lane or too narrow a bike lane to be comfortable, and when there are no side roads
available to use. When I do have it on sidewalks I dismount and walk it if there are pedestrians
around. Honestly there's not a whole lot I can do on the electric bike that a strong cyclist can't
on a normal one. If both bike lanes and sidewalks were closed to electric bikes it would severely
limit where I could take it, since it still doesn't nearly keep up with the speed of traffic outside of
residential zones.
E bikes should be allowed anywhere a pedal bike should. As this trend grows, Flagstaff should
consider extending infrastructure to support them.
We need to create the infrastructure that allows these "last mile" forms of transportation. I've
used both ebikes and e scooters and they do have a place in the community.
Better make the bike lanes wider, keep em off the Futs.
bike lanes is the answer. BUT City needs to do a much better job of keeping bike lanes clear of
cinders, debris and snow. The City Street cleaner is a waste of gas, machinery and time.
It's challenging enough as a pedal bicyclist on all surfaces and then to throw this in the mix of
things. The bike lane issue in Flag hasn't even been safely or extensively attended to and this
motorized option is being thrown into it now, too?! I just know that as a bicyclist, tending to accessible, safe, accommodating bike lane networks all over is the first step needed before allowing motorized bikes, because there's lot of rd rules needed to be taught and adhered to for everyones use
and enjoyment. Adding motorized bikes isn't going to help until respect of the lanes is honored. It
it also understandble to those needing assisted bikes as well, but much more needs thought on in
implementing this option. A lot more.
Generally, e-bikes should stick to bike lanes, though there are many places in Flagstaff where this
infrastructure is lacking or unsafe, such as: Milton, Cedar, and the west side of 66. Until the community provides satisfactory bike lanes throughout town, e-bikes should be allowed the option to
ride on the sidewalks at 10mph.
With more options for transit requiring SAFE bike lanes, improvements are needed to the city's
bike lane system to avoid the temptation for bicyclists to use sidewalks, make unexpected maneuvers to or from bike lanes that suddenly end, or claiming the road lane to ensure safe travel (to the
chagrin of car drivers). One example of conflicting bike - transit interaction is the bus stops commonly being placed on the side of the road, in the bike lane. What is a bike supposed to do when
a bus stops in front of the biciclist in the bike lane? Wait? Go into traffic and around the bus? It is
these kinds of uncertainties that make biking unsafe and can lead to unpredictable actions or illegally using the sidewalk that make drivers and walkers hate bicycles. Please design future streets
and upgrade existing streets with SAFE bike lanes, or better yet -- protected bike lanes! Thank you!
Flagstaff needs more parking for all types of bikes and scooters.
Our downtown sidewalks are already crowded and there is little bike parking as is. Bikes have no
place on downtown sidewalks, let alone bikes with motors of any sort.
Considering some FUTS have both gravel and paved sections, electric bicycles could work with no
problem. Scooters could be difficult to use on gravel trails so they might need improved tires, and
on paved trails they should be ok. All options should NOT be allowed on downtown sidewalks, as
well as sidewalks with a lot of foot traffic, i.e. campus. Street lanes that allow cyclists to take an
entire lane (San Francisco right lane) would need more markings or signage to inform motorists
that cyclists and scooters have the right of way. Bike lanes should be improved/widened around
town in general to accommodate cyclists and electric cyclists, but this will be the safest section for
the pedestrians, scooters and electric cycles regardless.
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Is there some way to put a dividing line down The middle of wider pedestrian walkways, so that
walkers have the right of way on the left-hand side and bikers have the right of way on the right
hand side? I am visually impaired due to a brain injury and no longer feel safe biking, so I usually bus and walk. However, I hope to be able to afford and use a PlanetRider ( reclining bike with
motor and lightweight roof/shelter - being designed by engineers on South Steves, across from
Olsen). I hope there would be some appropriate places to be able to ride that from my Lake Mary
house to downtown.
I think Electric scooters are a great idea. We've used them in Tempe and love them. Very efficient
and cost effective. Flagstaff will need to improve bike lanes, helmet laws and provide scooter
parking areas (like Santa Monica) in order for them to be as effective as Tempe/L.A.
The problem wont be electric assist devises flooding our pedestrian zone; The problem is we have
tailored to the automobile as the single mode of transportation far too long. In luei of giving up
sidewalk space for a new way to travel about let us considering to giveing up an automobile travel
lane to innovative travel. Our current sidewalks aren't even designed for two people to walk comfortable abreast and converse while passing an oncoming person. Yet we dedicate 5 12 foot lanes
to automobiles that rarely have more then one person in them. Our sidewalks have suffered the
encroachment of trees, parking kiosk, traffic signs, benches, paper racks, planter boxes, bike racks,
trash receptacle and now we are asking for more to encroach on them. Lets considering moving
some of these items to a phyisical barricaded safe/share zone. Rename and rebrand the ""Side""walk to the ""huMain""-zone. Also, while considering these new forms of travel we mentioned
speed as the big fear insighter to decide if they can co-exist on sidewalks. We have forgoten that
our average selfs who typically walk at 2-4 mph has the ability to sprint up to 12mph at a moment
notice, yet we have the sensibly to not sprint down the sidewalks to save a little time. These
scooter can travel at walking speeds safely and considerately. I used electric scooters in Kansas City
and Mesa Arizona as a means of travel it was: fun, safe, and an alternative to the automobile.
I would love to see more ebike use in general. Also I would be open to ebike use on sidewalks
during inclement weather where the bike Lanes are unusable in cases of piled up snow, etc. For
example last week's storm.
Regulation/enforcement
Require drivers license for class 3
Limit the speed of all bikes and scooters (electric and non-electric) to 15mph.
They also must obey the same rules as bicycles. Riding on the RIGHT side of the road going in the
same direction as traffic. The police departments seems to have a problem with inforcing the last
comment.
More important than where these are used is how. They must be used consistent with the location. For example, riding an electric-assisted bicycle on a trail should be allowed unless the rider is
behaving in an unsafe manner.
Whatever the result, a better job needs to be done in holding bicyclists, motorized or not, accountable for obeying traffic regulations. The same should be the case for motorized scooters. VERY
few obey stop signs and traffic signals. Many also travel in the incorrect lane. Lights should also
be a requirement when traveling dusk to dawn.
I would like each rider of scooters and bicycles to have their own personal insurance. The companies will provide their own commercial insurance. PLEASE consider lowering ALL speed limits
within our city limits. Sincerely, retired professional cdl driver Jill Farrell
Downtown sidewalks are too narrow, bumpy and crowded for wheeled bikes or scooters at any
time. Other sidewalks are not as crowded, but strick riding guidelines need to be put in place to
include helmets, coming up behind a pedestrian and others as appropriate.
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Riders must wear helmets and follow rules / law. Pedestrians must move over on trails. I want to
encourage people to use electric bikes in the city, as it may make non-car use possible, including
for the disabled, for many. I do NOT want electric bikes in the wilderness on gravel trails, etc.
all must be muffled. all must require a helmet. all must pass an education of traffic flow, hand
signals, rear view mirror and NO NO NO ear buds worn.
Non-electric bikes and scooters are also not allowed on sidewalks. Please remember to stay in
designated bike lanes or trails. When riding in traffic, please follow all traffic laws. Also remember
that even though you have a right away, you are on a bike versus a car. Ride safe Flagstaff.
I have visited over an extended period in two cities that allow electric bikes/electric scooters.
There seems to be little regulation regarding wearing helmets, training, licensing, awareness of
walkers and non-electri bike riders. From my observation, such vehicles are a danger to pedestrians and non-electric bike riders, and also a hazard to drivers of cars. If such vehicles are allowed
in Flagstaff I think there should be required training, licensing and such vehicles should not be
allowed on trails, sidewalks or maybe even bike trails. They are dangerous when unregulated.
I think keeping laws consistent and easy to understand is important! I recommend the same restrictions for all electric bikes and scooters.
I think they are s great asset but the biggest problem is renters don't follow the rules (riding on
sidewalks where prohibited)
Pedestrians always have the right of way on sidewalks!
Alternative to cars
Scooters are a viable alternative to cars, they seem like they could be fun within reasonable
boundaries. So wise regulation seems like a prudent approach rather than complete restriction or
elimination. Whatever types of scooters come to Flagstaff should have larger tires for the environment that includes cinders, trails, and frequent asphalt cracks.
Great travel choice that can move people out of cars
I think we should make every effort to encourage non-car ways to get around our city.
I think it's a great idea! Any opportunity to cut emissions is a great one! My only problem would
be usage on downtown sidewalks. Having somebody wiz by a pedestrian at 20mph could cause
more harm than good. Keep up the good work yall!
I am pro-electric bikes for flagstaff and would like to see more electric bikes than cars. Just not
on bike paths or sidewalks with pedestrians. I think more bike lanes for e-bikes would be great!
I would strongly prefer to ride an E-bike all Spring, Summer, & Fall, if it were safe to do so in
Flagstaff. I am also an avid mountain biker and don't believe e-bikes are suitable for bike trails.
It would ruin the experience for hikers and bikers. E-bikes are a form of transportation to and
from home, work, and commerce and should be given a bike lane on our streets as a means to
decrease traffic, decrease CO2, and improve community innovation. I think Flagstaff should give
a credit for owning an e-bike and create a license plate or permit to operate an e-bike to pay for
increased bike lanes. Thank you.
Why not? Think these are great if people use them instead of cars. Would be great to make it
work for them wherever possible (but not in the middle of dense sidewalks downtown).
E-bikes are a great alternative to commuteing by car, we should support there use.
I own a class I e-mountain bike and find them to be very quiet and non-intrusive to other outdoors
people. They also don't tear up a trail any more than a normal hiker or biker. Considering cars,
trucks, motos, etc., can travel all over the surrounding area, I feel e bikes are fine most everywhere. I think if more people had e bikes they would not need to drive to trailheads, cutting down
on pollution and traffic congestion.
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I support the expanded use of these machines if they will reduce vehicle traffic in town, although
pedestrian and regular bicycle traffic safety should be a high priority.
Electric bikes and scooters help reduce the number of cars on the cities degrading infrastructure. I
feel the city should defer to the state laws on e-bikes at this time and not over think it. Class 1 and
3 bikes are a great way to help everyone get out and stay healthy. E-bikes in general will help keep
flagstaff an environmentally friendly city and promote more tourist based revenue.
These would provide a good alternative access for those who feel riding a bicycle is too much.
With all implementations, its super important to educate the user.
Ebikes have the potential to drastically improve transportation in Flagstaff and reduce traffic
congestion, I hope this self evident fact is recognized. As a 30 year resident I've only started using
an ebike for my 18 mile round trip commute the last 2 years, it only takes me a few minutes longer
and is now my primary means of getting to and from work. I do have a concern about the speeds
being too low, riding an unassisted road bike at 25-30mph is fairly common (or 35+ when riding
down a hill), I hope careful consideration is given to the purpose of any regulation. If special speed
limits apply to ebikes (assisted or not) for safety reasons, they should also apply to unassisted
bikes.
I have seen them in Tempe and other places. They are a convient way of getting around without
much hassle. Rules will need to be istablished and inforced
Any low impact form of transportation is a plus and many times the negative aspects and public
views are related to the user and use of said vehicles. I believe in an urban setting the e-bike is
a brilliant tool and as the price comes down could end up being a significant form of transportation for many people and communities. I am still unsure about e-scooters, while they are still low
impact transportation I think they are mostly millennial capitalism defined, too much grey area
w/ pedestrian vs vehicles. As far as outdoor recreation and trail usage with e-mountain bikes,
supposedly the wave is coming and they are huge in Europe but I am not a believer currently. The
designs for high-end e-mountain bikes are so good all of the sudden that most non-mountain bikers couldn't tell the difference, besides seeing the speed at which they go up hill is super human.
So they could be difficult to regulate. I could go on and on and on.... Opinions of a daily bike commuter and mountain biker. Thanks
I'm good with anything that reduces the number of cars off the streets, but believe all powered
bikes/scooters should grant right-of-way to non-powered bikes, skateboards or scooters. The
drivers should have to, at the very least, pass an online class/quiz to ride their device. Actually, I
believe all vehicle drivers should also take a class that ensures they know the rights and responsibilities of bikes, pedestrians, etc.
Please bring this to Flagstaff. We need the traffic relief and it's green tech so that's nice too. The
only thing I'd object to is downtown sidewalks which just makes sense.
Scooters are the easiest way to go from one place to another without reparking. And so much fun.
Safety
I have experienced electric bicycles in Buellton, CA where some are made. They can come up fast
when motorists are coming in or out of driveways, especially when ridden on sidewalks. The bike
moves a lot faster than someone walking or jogging. Scootter are just plain ridiculous. Grow up.
Neither electric bikes/electric scooters should be allowed. Unfortunately, the people who would
use these bikes are not responsible as we have witnessed with the recent scooters. Also, twenty
miles an hour or even less or more the rider is not protected and I wonder as to license required.
Bikers in this town, by observation, are exceedingly careless as many run traffic lights feeling they
do not apply to them. The traffic in this town is horrible because the City Council over decades
has ignored this problem just as with the problem with Snow Bowl's traffic. These electric bikes
only add to the problems of traffic and safety.
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The problem is speed and experience. High-speed electric bikes are not compatible with the
regular bikes. Bikes don't belong on the sidewalks except where trying to get around dangerous
roads, and electric bikes are fast enough that they don't need that. The scooters are just dangerous wherever they are.
They are dangerous, both to the riders and other pedestrians/hikers. We should be encouraging
exercise, not other forms of motorized recreation that will detract from those using trails for their
intended purpose.
There is such a fine line here between a motorcycle and a bicycle. On a pedal only bicycle the
person has a direct connection to the speed and control. When energy assist is added that direct
connection is lost and it is easy to exceed safe speeds. Important to note is that law-enforcement
would not easily be able to differentiate which is assisted and which is not so being low on the totem pole of concerns, there will be little to no enforcement. Just like the phone texting ban which
is a complete failure--can't tell the difference between texting and looking for a phone number--either way the driver is dangerously distracted. I see drivers looking at their phones ALL THE TIME.
Allow motor assisted only on the roads--from the start.
My concern is that the speeds of these bikes and scooters are much faster than your typical
bicycle. This can cause problems when sharing a bike lane with "standard" bicycles, and also can
be hazardous because drivers have to be far more alert to avoid collisions with these faster bikes/
scooters. When on trails, I already have experienced issues with bicyclists nearly running us over
as we walk/hike. I worry that this will be exacerbated with electric bikes/scooters going at greater
speeds.
Many accidents from electric scooters. People just dump them on sidewalks and disabled people
can't get around them.
1) Electric scooters do not belong anywhere. They are a hazard, both because they are dynamically unstable and because in my experience their operators tend overwhelmingly to turn into
dangerous idiots the second they step onto their scooter. 2) Motors (whether motorized bikes or,
especially, motorized scooters) do NOT mix well with non-motorized bikes. If they're not actively
pedaling, they are not bicycles and they do not belong with bicycles.
Riders of stand-up scooters are often unaware of potentially extreme traffic creating safety issues.
Helmet and knee/body padding standards must be created as well as zones where riding is OK.
People on scooters do not appear the same to drivers of cars as bicycles. I am a little worried that
cars would not discern the scooters as being different from a pedestrian at a quick glance and that
their difference in speed could cause them to be hit more often by accident. Bike lanes may be too
dangerous for scooters, but then where could they travel, because on sidewalks is too dangerous
for pedestrians.
All bikes, of all kinds, should be kept off sidewalks. It is simply not safe. Especially downtown. Do
you plan to rent to people who have little experience? Sounds like a perfect opportunity for a
lawsuit.
I'd like to see no scooter or electric bike zones such as on campus, downtown Flagstaff, City Hall
lot, Wheeler Park, Buffalo Park, and Thorpe Park. Those areas deserve a quiet peaceful environment. Scooters are too dangerous to be driven on any shared path except possibly a bike lane.
Seems like anything with a motor should be restricted to roads, but the speeds would make it unsafe for the operator. These devices should definitely not be on sidewalks, but their higher speeds
might make them dangerous to non-motorized/assisted bicyclists.
No motorized devices
No motors on sidewalks!
All motorized means of transportation has no place on sidewalks, FUTS or recreational trails. In
bike lanes only with proper safety equipment.
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Motors - gas or electric belong with cars. We need real dedicated bike lanes, this just complicates
the situation we now have. The FUTS is too expensive to be completed. Dedicated bike lanes will
attract bike commuters with or without motor assist.
I believe that in all cases, and on the basis of infrastructure designs that have historically been
intended for pedestrians and non-motorized ""apparatuses"" as the state of AZ refers to humanpowered ""push bikes"", that motorized vehicles of any kind need to be segregated from pedestrians and non-motorized push bikes - this is simply a matter of public safety - keep human-powered
transportation isolated from motorized transportation; regardless of motor type or speed. AIf a
gasoline-powered motocycle or E-motorcycle, not to mention a Tesla or Nissan Leaf automobile,
were to be fitted with a speed-controlling device (govenor) that only allowed speeds of 20 - 28
mph, would they be allowed on the FUTS, city sidewalks or designated bike lanes in Flagstaff?
Likely not... Please don't adopt new e-vehicle rules in our city that further jeapardize my health
and safety - beyond what risks and hazards I must already face with the horrendous number of
""ICE Machines"" already clogging and polluting our fair city-scape! With declining health and
increased obesity among our society, perhaps it might be better to promote greater humanpowered transportation around town through walking and traditional cycling options; please keep
motorized vehicles where they belong; in the city streets with the rest of the cars and trucks (oh,
and Segways too..). Thank you for asking my opinion!
Futs does not allow motorized and these have motors. Set locations so they don't get left everywhere blocking sidewalks and cluttering the city. Same with outside the downtown area.
They are a motorized vehicle and should not be allowed on paths and trails that are intended
strictly for non-motorized vehicles. They are dangerous and out of control in many communities.
E-bikes of any kind do not have a place on singletrack where human-powered transit is the predominate mode of transportation.
You guys have to get ahead of this. It's a real problem especially on the FUTS. A motor is a motor
whether it's electric or gasoline and the FUTS PROHIBITS motorized vehicles. That would include a
bike with an electric MOTOR Thanks!!
I look at them as, ""a motorized vehicle"", like a scooter (I forget the name of the famous one
that's been around forever) and while a bicycle rider can learn to text while riding, it is easier with
a motor. The second concern I have is that it will be much easier for the rider to maintain 20mph
with less attention paid and a 20 mph impact with a pedestrian has potential to cause serious
injury. I'm not sure this is a fair comparison, but I think football players are usually not moving at
20 mph and with protection & training they sometimes suffer serious injury.
no motorized vehicle, whether it requires pedal power to engage the motor or not, should be allowed on any sidewalk or bike lane. these vehicles need their own lane or own sidewalk .
Please do not allow this "can of worms" to be opened. Non-motorized means non-motorized! I
love the FUTS and appreciate not having to worry about the safety of my grandchildren while they
are using the urban trail.
the thing that we can count on on the urban trails, and especially on forest trails, is not having to
look out for motorized anything. Motors belong on roads. i am as non tree hugger as it gets, but i
want to feel safe from being run over when on the urban trails & especially in the woods!! oh my
gosh, please do the right thing for once!
Question need for legislation
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The City should default to the new State law. Having jurisdiction-dependent changes in regulation
on an issue like this is highly problematic, and City staff should not be re-hashing something the
State has thoroughly considered. Also, although it shouldn't be, this issue has become contentious
in some segments of the cycling community. This survey is apt to elicit some misinformed and
dogmatic opinions that should be considered for what they are. E bikes are an entirely acceptable
form of transportation and recreation, and are readily accepted throughout Europe, (for example),
without question on all non-motorized trail systems. Elitism from certain cyclists should not be
driving policy in the United States.
Bikes should be treated as bikes. Even if electric.
Arizona State law made pedal assist bicycles legal where regular bicycles can go so easy to follow
that rule.
they should all be classified as bicycles and regulated exactly under the same laws as bikes currently are.
Arizona State law about e bikes is fine, we don't need any more rules, certainly not prohibition.
Treat bikes and scooters like bikes and scooters, regardless of how it is propelled.
E-bikes should follow the same rules as ALL bikes: stay on the road, not on sidewalks.
E bikes are pretty misunderstood on single track. Generally speaking, pedal assist e bikes are hard
to distinguish from regular bikes even when you are riding past someone on one out int the trail.
Throttle only bikes are not the same and should be carefully regulated on trails. No bikes should
be on side walks. E bikes and regular bikes can easily coexist in bike lanes and on futs trails. Electric scooters quickly become litter in cities where they proliferate. Tossed aside on sidewalks they
block strollers, wheelchairs, and other side walk users. They are thrown in ditches, abused and
treated without care. The owners take no responsibility for how they affect the cities where they
do business.
Why would these things be allowed on sidewalks when bikes and skateboards are not? Also I truly
believe our city has way more pressing issues. I find this a complete waste of time.
Don't we already have code around bikes and scooters on sidewalks? I am unclear on why this is
even a question. Also, I believe we have more pressing issues in our City and would prefer to see
Council engaged in the larger concerns facing our community (housing, homelessness, education,
road repairs, transit and more).
Seems to me that if anyone riding any class of electric bike or scooter they should be able to ride
on any trail that they can handle.
A bike is a bike whether powered by humans or batteries. Bikes and riders should follow all the applicable laws. Rental electric scooter shave a history of user abuse, not following the rules, etc.
Mobility
They can be good mobility options for people in Flagstaff, if there was better infrastructure to support them.
E-bikes and E-scooters are a positive way to promote new and more healthy forms of mobility
within the city. A Public Education campaign on the right of way and safe ways to use e-bikes &
e-scooters needs to be put into place before the new rules/regulations & any city authorized vendors utilizing e-bikes or e-scooters goes into place.
As a senior with health issues - my eBike enables me to remain as active as others without worry
if something with my legs flares up and I can't make the trip home. I would not be able to be as
active as I am similar to others and how I biked in my earlier days without this bike enhancement!
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I use a Class 1 electric bike, and would not be commuting by bike from Kachina Village without it
(I'm older and have bad knees). As long as people are respectful and responsible, they should be
able to go anywhere that other bicycles go. (If you have any influence, it would also be great to
have the FUTS extend out to Kachina/Mountainaire!). Thank you.
Electric bikes open up a huge opportunity for people that wouldn't normally want to commute by
bicycle. PLEASE don't discourage this sustainable form of transportation by forcing e-bike riders
off of the FUTS trails and onto the dangerous roads. I ride an e-bike to work, and this allows me to
get to work without becoming all sweaty and gross. For my ride home, I don't use the e-assist and
that way I get some good exercise. I will feel betrayed by my community if I'm told I can no longer
use the trails and sidewalks I've used for years now.
Electric bikes are a big help to some of us that have health issues, it allows us to continue to ride.
I have owned an electric bike for 4 years and have enjoyed riding all over Flag, I believe it has
helped me to get out more and give me a great deal of freedom, it has definitely enriched my life,
and improved my health! Unfortunately, I do not believe the scooters should be allowed on sidewalks, these have proved to be a nuisance in so many areas, and have been removed. They seem
to be used by the younger population that do not obey the laws or seem to ignore the people and
traffic around them. The scooters are hard to see, and hear. I believe they are a nuisance to the
public.
I use an electric bike, class 1 because I'm getting older and my knees are wrecked. It allows me
to continue to ride, I sure hope that right will not be taken away as a result of this survey. But I
appreciate the fact that you are looking into it. The other factor to be considered is the noise. My
bike motor is essentially silent, unlike many others.
I believe electric assist bikes provide a good option for those with physical or age issues to get out
and use the great city provided biking lanes. Sometimes sidewalks a more safe on high volume
streets.
my electric bike has enabled me to be more mobile, saves me money on gas, and helps relieve
congestion on our streets. please don't take that freedom away from me.
Environmental benefits
Excuse me, what the f*ck??? Why in the world would you ban someone from trying to be more
eco-friendly and be safe by riding on the sidewalks etc, when it's NOT safe to ride on the roads
because of the cinders and the terrible rude drivers?!?
This is a green technology that I believe needs to be supported and encouraged by public officials.
I believe no regulation should be required at this time to support the use of this form of transportation.
Please continue to allow ebikes and electric scooters within the city and encourage their use
because they provide a more environmentally friendly alternative to commuters instead of constantly relying on motor vehicles. Because Flagstaff is at such high elevation and has numerous
hills, electric bikes and scooters make riding them a viable option for people who may not ride a
non-electric bike around town otherwise due to health or other reasons. They are not fast enough
to ride in traffic in most places but it is much safer for them to use the bike lanes and respect the
same rules as non electric bikes and yield to pedestrians too.
Electric bikes can solve so many of our transportation and sustainability goals as a city. They
should be treated as equals to traditional bicycles in order to have a robust transportation network
in Flagstaff.
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Ebikes and scooters are better for the climate than cars, and should be prioritized as a way to reduce traffic and improve green transportation, including allowing them on FUTS trails, bike lanes,
and non-downtown sidewalks in areas where it's not safe to ride on the road, like along Milton. I
don't think they should be allowed on downtown sidewalks or non-FUTS trails because they are
about an experience other than transportation: recreation in the case of non-FUTS trails, and
shopping/socializing/transit on foot on downtown sidewalks. If ebikes and escooters are allowed
for rent, I think the bike share rules that were in place for the pilot worked well and could be carried forward.
I think we need to encourage everyone to move away from gasoline, and if it takes electric bikes
etc to do that, let's help them. people who ride bicycles will mostly continue to do so. what we
really need is more bike lanes for both bicycles and electric versions
If they help cut down pollution, we should find a way to let people use them.
Education
Please benchmark with other communities, including those in other countries. No need to reinvent the wheel when we can learn from others' actual experiences. I would like to see greater
effort put into education for all drivers on how to interact well together. Most anger comes from
misinformation and a lack of knowledge about other vehicles (bikes can't be in the lane --- yes
they can, especially when the bike lane is full of cinders). Electric vehicles could provide a great
stepping stone for people to see other travel options other than personal vehicles: beneficial for
traffic conditions, sense of community, personal health, and personal wealth.
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